
Question: 1 

An IT consultant is working for a large financial company. The role of the consultant is to help the development team 

build a highly available web application using stateless web servers. 

In this scenario, which AWS services are suitable for storing session state data? (Select TWO.) 

A. Glacier

B. DynamoDB

C. ElastiCache

D. Redshift Spectrum

E. RDS

Answer: B,C 

Explanation/Reference: 

DynamoDB and ElastiCache are the correct answers. You can store session state data on both DynamoDB and 

ElastiCache. These AWS services provide high-performance storage of key-value pairs which can be used to build a highly 

available web application. 

Persist sessions outside in a distributed cache 
for your distributed and dynamic workloads .. 

Auto Scaling : Dynamically provisions EC2 
instances based on your scaling policies. 
If sessions stored on nodes, session loss is at risk 

Redshift Spectrum is incorrect since this is a data warehousing solution where you can directly query data from your data 

warehouse. Redshift is not suitable for storing session state, but more on analytics and OLAP processes. 

RDS is incorrect as well since this is a relational database solution of AWS. This relational storage type might not be the 

best fit for session states, and it might not provide the performance you need compared to DynamoDB for the same cost. 

53 Glacier is incorrect since this is a low-cost cloud storage service for data archiving and long-term backup. The archival 

and retrieval speeds of Glacier is too slow for handling session states. 

References: 

https://aws.amazon.com/caching/database-caching/ 

https://aws.amazon.com/caching/session-management/ 

Check out this Amazon Elasticache Cheat Sheet: 



https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-elasticache/ 

Question: 2 

A company has a web application that uses Internet Information Services (115) for Windows Server. A file share is used to 
store the application data on the network-attached storage of the company's on-premises data center. To achieve a 
highly available system, they plan to migrate the application and file share to AWS. 
Which of the following can be used to fulfill this requirement? 

A. Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon EFS.

B. Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon EBS.

C. Migrate the existing file share configuration to AWS Storage Gateway.

D. Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon FSx for Windows File Server.

Answer: D 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon FSx for Windows File Server provides fully managed Microsoft Windows file servers, backed by a fully native 
Windows file system. Amazon FSx for Windows File Server has the features, performance, and compatibility to easily lift 
and shift enterprise applications to the AWS Cloud. It is accessible from Windows, Linux, and macOS compute instances 
and devices. Thousands of compute instances and devices can access a file system concurrently. 
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In this scenario, you need to migrate your existing file share configuration to the cloud. Among the options given, the 
best possible answer is Amazon FSx. A file share is a specific folder in your file system, including the folder's subfolders, 
which you make accessible to your compute instances via the 5MB protocol. To migrate file share configurations from 
your on-premises file system, you must migrate your files first to Amazon FSx before migrating your file share 
configuration. 
Hence, the correct answer is: Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon FSx for Windows File Server. 
The option that says: Migrate the existing file share configuration to AWS Storage Gateway is incorrect because AWS 
Storage Gateway is primarily used to integrate your on-premises network to AWS but not for migrating your applications. 
Using a file share in Storage Gateway implies that you will still keep your on-premises systems, and not entirely migrate 
it. 
The option that says: Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon EFS is incorrect because it is stated in the 
scenario that the company is using a file share that runs on a Windows server. Remember that Amazon EFS only supports 



Linux workloads. 

The option that says: Migrate the existing file share configuration to Amazon EBS is incorrect because EBS is primarily 

used as block storage for EC2 instances and not as a shared file system. A file share is a specific folder in a file system 

that you can access using a server message block (5MB) protocol. Amazon EBS does not support 5MB protocol. 

References: 

https://aws.amazon.com/fsx/windows/faqs/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/fsx/latest/WindowsGuide/migrate-file-share-config-to-fsx.html 

Check out this Amazon FSx Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-fsx/ 

Question: 3 

A company conducted a surprise IT audit on all of the AWS resources being used in the production environment. During 

the audit activities, it was noted that you are using a combination of Standard and Convertible Reserved EC2 instances in 

your applications. 

Which of the following are the characteristics and benefits of using these two types of Reserved EC2 instances? (Select 

TWO.) 

A. Convertible Reserved Instances allow you to exchange for another convertible reserved instance of a different

instance family.

B. It can enable you to reserve capacity for your Amazon EC2 instances in multiple Availability Zones and multiple AWS

Regions for any duration.

C. It runs in a VPC on hardware that's dedicated to a single customer.

D. Unused Standard Reserved Instances can later be sold at the Reserved Instance Marketplace.

E. Unused Convertible Reserved Instances can later be sold at the Reserved Instance Marketplace.

Answer: A,D 

Explanation/Reference: 

Reserved Instances (Rls) provide you with a significant discount (up to 75%) compared to On-Demand instance pricing. 

You have the flexibility to change families, 05 types, and tenancies while benefiting from RI pricing when you use 

Convertible Rls. One important thing to remember here is that Reserved Instances are not physical instances, but rather 

a billing discount applied to the use of On-Demand Instances in your account. 

The offering class of a Reserved Instance is either Standard or Convertible. A Standard Reserved Instance provides a 

more significant discount than a Convertible Reserved Instance, but you can't exchange a Standard Reserved Instance 

unlike Convertible Reserved Instances. You can modify Standard and Convertible Reserved Instances. Take note that in 

Convertible Reserved Instances, you are allowed to exchange another Convertible Reserved instance with a different 

instance type and tenancy. 

The configuration of a Reserved Instance comprises a single instance type, platform, scope, and tenancy over a term. If 

your computing needs change, you might be able to modify or exchange your Reserved Instance. 

When your computing needs change, you can modify your Standard or Convertible Reserved Instances and continue to 

take advantage of the billing benefit. You can modify the Availability Zone, scope, network platform, or instance size 

(within the same instance type) of your Reserved Instance. You can also sell your unused instance for Standard Rls but 

not Convertible Rls on the Reserved Instance Marketplace. 

Hence, the correct options are: 

- Unused Standard Reserved Instances can later be sold at the Reserved Instance Marketplace.

- Convertible Reserved Instances allow you to exchange for another convertible reserved instance of a different instance

family.



The option that says: Unused Convertible Reserved Instances can later be sold at the Reserved Instance Marketplace is 

incorrect. This is not possible. Only Standard Rls can be sold at the Reserved Instance Marketplace. 

The option that says: It can enable you to reserve capacity for your Amazon EC2 instances in multiple Availability Zones 

and multiple AWS Regions for any duration is incorrect because you can reserve capacity to a specific AWS Region 

(regional Reserved Instance) or specific Availability Zone (zonal Reserved Instance) only. You cannot reserve capacity to 

multiple AWS Regions in a single RI purchase. 

The option that says: It runs in a VPC on hardware that's dedicated to a single customer is incorrect because that is the 

description of a Dedicated instance and not a Reserved Instance. A Dedicated instance runs in a VPC on hardware that's 

dedicated to a single customer. 

References: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ri-modifying.html 

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/reserved-instances/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-reserved-instances.html 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/reserved-instances-types.html 

Amazon EC2 Overview: 

https://youtu .be/7VsGIHT JQE 

Check out this Amazon EC2 Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-elastic-compute-cloud-amazon-ec2/ 

Question: 4 

A Solutions Architect identified a series of DDoS attacks while monitoring the VPC. The Architect needs to fortify the 

current cloud infrastructure to protect the data of the clients. 

Which of the following is the most suitable solution to mitigate these kinds of attacks? 

A. Using the AWS Firewall Manager, set up a security layer that will prevent SYN floods, UDP reflection attacks, and other

DDoS attacks.

B. Set up a web application firewall using AWS WAF to filter, monitor, and block HTTP traffic.

C. A combination of Security Groups and Network Access Control Lists to only allow authorized traffic to access your VPC.

D. Use AWS Shield Advanced to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks.

Answer: D 

Explanation/Reference: 

For higher levels of protection against attacks targeting your applications running on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud 

(EC2). Elastic Load Balancing(ELB), Amazon CloudFront, and Amazon Route 53 resources, you can subscribe to AWS 

Shield Advanced. In addition to the network and transport layer protections that come with Standard, AWS Shield 

Advanced provides additional detection and mitigation against large and sophisticated DDoS attacks, near real-time 

visibility into attacks, and integration with AWS WAF, a web application firewall. 
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AWS Shield Advanced also gives you 24x7 access to the AWS DDoS Response Team (DRT) and protection against DDoS 

related spikes in your Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Elastic Load Balancing(ELB), Amazon CloudFront, and 

Amazon Route 53 charges. 

Hence, the correct answer is: Use AWS Shield Advanced to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks. 

The option that says: Using the AWS Firewall Manager, set up a security layer that will prevent SYN floods, UDP reflection 

attacks and other DDoS attacks is incorrect because AWS Firewall Manager is mainly used to simplify your AWS WAF 

administration and maintenance tasks across multiple accounts and resources. It does not protect your VPC against DDoS 

attacks. 

The option that says: Set up a web application firewall using AWS WAF to filter, monitor, and block HTTP traffic is 

incorrect. Even though AWS WAF can help you block common attack patterns to your VPC such as SQL injection or cross

site scripting, this is still not enough to withstand DDoS attacks. It is better to use AWS Shield in this scenario. 

The option that says: A combination of Security Groups and Network Access Control Lists to only allow authorized traffic 

to access your VPC is incorrect. Although using a combination of Security Groups and NACLs are valid to provide security 

to your VPC, this is not enough to mitigate a DDoS attack. You should use AWS Shield for better security protection. 

References: 

https://d l .awsstatic.com/whitepa pers/Security/DDoS _ White _Paper. pdf 

https://aws.amazon.com/shield/ 

Check out this AWS Shield Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-shield/ 

AWS Security Services Overview - WAF, Shield, CloudHSM, KMS: 

https://youtu .be/-lS-RdeAmMo 

Question: 5 

A media company has an Amazon ECS Cluster, which uses the Fargate launch type, to host its news website. The 

application data are all stored in Amazon Keyspaces (for Apache Cassandra) with data-at-rest encryption enabled. The 

database credentials should be supplied using environment variables, to comply with strict security compliance. As the 

Solutions Architect, you have to ensure that the credentials are secure and that they cannot be viewed in plaintext on the 

cluster itself. 

Which of the following is the most suitable solution in this scenario that you can implement with minimal effort? 

A. Store the database credentials in the ECS task definition file of the ECS Cluster and encrypt it with KMS. Store the task

definition JSON file in Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (Amazon QLDB). Create an 1AM role to the ECS task

definition script that allows access to the Amazon QLDB and then pass the --cli-input-json parameter when calling the

ECS register-task-definition action. Reference the task definition JSON file in the Amazon QLDB which contains the

database credentials.

B. Use the AWS Secrets Manager to store the database credentials and then encrypt them using AWS Certificate

Manager (ACM). Create a resource-based policy for your Amazon ECS task execution role (taskRoleArn) and reference

it with your task definition which allows access to both ACM and AWS Secrets Manager. Within your container

definition, specify secrets with the name of the environment variable to set in the container and the full ARN of the



Secrets Manager secret which contains the sensitive data, to present to the container. 

C. Use the AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store to keep the database credentials and then encrypt them using AWS

KMS. Create an 1AM Role for your Amazon ECS task execution role (taskRoleArn) and reference it with your task

definition, which allows access to both KMS and the Parameter Store. Within your container definition, specify secrets

with the name of the environment variable to set in the container and the full ARN of the Systems Manager Parameter

Store parameter containing the sensitive data to present to the container.

D. In the ECS task definition file of the ECS Cluster, store the database credentials to Amazon ECS Anywhere to centrally

manage these sensitive data and securely transmit it to only those containers that need access to it. Allocate an 1AM

Role to the cluster to ensure that the passwords are only accessible by the ECS service tasks. Run the AWS 1AM

Access Analyzer to verify that the credentials can't be viewed in plaintext.

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon ECS enables you to inject sensitive data into your containers by storing your sensitive data in either AWS Secrets 

Manager secrets or AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store parameters and then referencing them in your container 

definition. This feature is supported by tasks using both the EC2 and Fargate launch types. 

Secrets can be exposed to a container in the following ways: 

- To inject sensitive data into your containers as environment variables, use the secrets container definition parameter.

- To reference sensitive information in the log configuration of a container, use the container definition parameter.
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Within your container definition, specify secrets with the name of the environment variable to set in the container and the 

full ARN of either the Secrets Manager secret or Systems Manager Parameter Store parameter containing the sensitive 



data to present to the container. The parameter that you reference can be from a different Region than the container 

using it, but must be from within the same account. 

Hence, the correct answer is the option that says: Use the AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store to keep the database 

credentials and then encrypt them using AWS KMS. Create an 1AM Role for your Amazon ECS task execution role 

(taskRoleArn) and reference it with your task definition, which allows access to both KMS and the Parameter Store. Within 

your container definition, specify secrets with the name of the environment variable to set in the container and the full 

ARN of the Systems Manager Parameter Store parameter containing the sensitive data to present to the container. 

The option that says: In the ECS task definition file of the ECS Cluster, store the database credentials to Amazon ECS 

Anywhere to centrally manage these sensitive data and securely transmit it to only those containers that need access to 

it. Allocate an 1AM Role to the cluster to ensure that the passwords are only accessible by the ECS service tasks. Run the 

AWS 1AM Access Analyzer to verify that the credentials can't be viewed in plaintext is incorrect. Amazon Elastic Container 

Service (ECS) Anywhere is just a feature of Amazon ECS that enables you to easily run and manage container workloads 

on customer-managed infrastructure. This feature is not capable of storing any kind of credentials, let alone centrally 

manage your sensitive data. The recommended way to secure sensitive data in AWS is either through the use of Secrets 

Manager or Systems Manager Parameter Store. In addition, the AWS 1AM Access Analyzer is primarily used to identify 

resources in your organization and accounts that are shared with an external entity, as well as to validate your 1AM 

policies. This service can't verify if your database credentials are viewable in plaintext or not. 

The option that says: Store the database credentials in the ECS task definition file of the ECS Cluster and encrypt it with 

KMS. Store the task definition JSON file in Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (Amazon QLDB). Create an 1AM role to the 

ECS task definition script that allows access to the Amazon QLDB and then pass the --cli-input-json parameter when 

calling the ECS register-task-definition action. Reference the task definition JSON file in the Amazon QLDB which contains 

the database credentials is incorrect. Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (QLDB) is a fully managed ledger database that 

provides a transparent, immutable, and cryptographically verifiable transaction log. This service is not meant to store 

your sensitive database credentials. 

The option that says: Use the AWS Secrets Manager to store the database credentials and then encrypt them using AWS 

Certificate Manager (ACM). Create a resource-based policy for your Amazon ECS task execution role (taskRoleArn) and 

reference it with your task definition which allows access to both ACM and AWS Secrets Manager. Within your container 

definition, specify secrets with the name of the environment variable to set in the container and the full ARN of the 

Secrets Manager secret which contains the sensitive data, to present to the container is incorrect. Although the use of 

Secrets Manager in securing sensitive data in ECS is valid, Amazon ECS doesn't support resource-based policies. An 

example of a resource-based policy is the 53 bucket policy. An ECS task assumes an execution role (1AM role) to be able 

to call other AWS services like AWS Secrets Manager on your behalf. In addition, you cannot encrypt database credentials 

using the AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) service. You have to use AWS KMS instead. 

References: 

https ://docs. aws. amazon. com/ Amazon ECS/latest/develo perg u id e/spec ifyi ng-sensitive-d ata. htm I 

https ://aws. amazon .com/biogs/mt/the-rig ht-wa y-to-sto re-secrets-using-para meter-store/ 

https ://docs. aws. amazon. com/systems-ma nager/I atest/userg u id e/systems-ma nager-pa ra meter-store. htm I 

Check out these Amazon ECS and AWS Systems Manager Cheat Sheets: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-elastic-container-service-amazon-ecs/ 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-systems-manager/ 

Question: 6 

A Solutions Architect designed a serverless architecture that allows AWS Lambda to access an Amazon DynamoDB table 

named tutorialsdojo in the US East (N. Virginia) region. The 1AM policy attached to a Lambda function allows it to put and 

delete items in the table. The policy must be updated to only allow two operations in the tutorialsdojo table and prevent 

other DynamoDB tables from being modified. 

Which of the following 1AM policies fulfill this requirement and follows the principle of granting the least privilege? 

A. { "Version": "2012-10-17", "Statement": [ { "Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy", "Effect": "Allow", "Action":

[ "dynamodb:Putltem", "dynamodb:Deleteltem" ], "Resource": "arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-

1:120618981206:table/*" } l}

B. {"Version": "2012-10-17","Statement": [ {"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicyl" ,"Effect": "Allow" ,"Action":

["dynamodb:Putltem","dynamodb:Deleteltem"],"Resource": "arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-

1: 1206189812061898:table/tutorialsdojo"}, {"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy2", "Effect": "Allow", "Action":



"dyna mod b:*"," Resource": "arn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898 :table/tutorialsdojo"}]} 

C. { "Version": "2012-10-17", "Statement": [ { "Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy", "Effect": "Allow", "Action":

[ "dynamodb:Putltem", "dynamodb:Deleteltem" ]. "Resource": "arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-

1:120618981206:table/tutorialsdojo" } ] }

D. {"Version": "2012-10-17","Statement": [ {"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicyl" ,"Effect": "Allow" ,"Action":

["dynamodb:Putltem","dynamodb:Deleteltem"]."Resource": "arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-

1: 1206189812061898:table/tutorialsdojo"}, {"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy2", "Effect": "Deny", "Action":

"dynamodb:*", "Resource": "arn:aws:dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898:table/*"}]}

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Every AWS resource is owned by an AWS account, and permissions to create or access a resource are governed by 

permissions policies. An account administrator can attach permissions policies to 1AM identities (that is, users, groups, 

and roles). and some services (such as AWS Lambda) also support attaching permissions policies to resources. 

In DynamoDB, the primary resources are tables. DynamoDB also supports additional resource types, indexes, and 

streams. However, you can create indexes and streams only in the context of an existing DynamoDB table. These are 

referred to as subresources. These resources and subresources have unique Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) associated 

with them. 

For example, an AWS Account (123456789012) has a DynamoDB table named Books in the US East (N. Virginia) (us-east-

1) region. The ARN of the Books table would be:

arn: aws:dynamodb: us-east-1: 123456 789012 :table/Books

A policy is an entity that, when attached to an identity or resource, defines their permissions. By using an 1AM policy and

role to control access, it will grant a Lambda function access to a DynamoDB table.
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It is stated in the scenario that a Lambda function will be used to modify the DynamoDB table named tutorialsdojo. Since 

you only need to access one table, you will need to indicate that table in the resource element of the 1AM policy. Also, 

you must specify the effect and action elements that will be generated in the policy. 



Hence, the correct answer in this scenario is: 

{ 
"Version": "2012-10-17", 
"Statement": [ 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy", 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": [ 

"dynamodb:Putltem", 
"dyna mod b: Delete Item" 

], 
"Resource": "arn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 120618981206:table/tutorialsdojo" 

} 
l 

} 
The 1AM policy below is incorrect because the scenario only requires you to allow the permissions in the tutorialsdojo 
table. Having a wildcard: table/* in this policy would allow the Lambda function to modify all the DynamoDB tables in your 
account. 

{ 
{ 
"Version": "2012-10-17", 
"Statement": [ 

l 
} 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy", 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": [ 

"dynamodb:Putltem", 
"dynamodb:Deleteltem" 

], 
"Resource": "a rn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 120618981206:table/*" 

} 

The 1AM policy below is incorrect. The first statement is correctly allowing PUT and DELETE actions to the tutorialsdojo 
DynamoDB table. However, the second statement counteracts the first one as it allows all DynamoDB actions in the 
tutorialsdojo table. 

{ 
"Version": "2012-10-17", 
"Statement": [ 

l 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicyl ", 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": [ "dynamodb:Putltem", "dynamodb:Deleteltem" ], 
"Resource": "a rn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898 :table/tutorialsdojo" 

}, 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy2", 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": "dynamodb:*", 
"Resource": "arn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898 :table/tutorialsdojo" 

} 

} 
The 1AM policy below is incorrect. Just like the previous option, the first statement of this policy is correctly allowing PUT 
and DELETE actions to the tutorialsdojo DynamoDB table. However, the second statement counteracts the first one as it 



denies all DynamoDB actions. Therefore, this policy will not allow any actions on all DynamoDB tables of the AWS 
account. 

{ 
"Version": "2012-10-17", 
"Statement": [ 

l 
} 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicyl ", 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": [ 

"dynamodb:Putltem", 
"dynamodb:Deleteltem" 

], 
"Resource": "a rn :aws:dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898 :table/tutorialsdojo" 

}, 

{ 
"Sid": "TutorialsdojoTablePolicy2", 
"Effect": "Deny", 
"Action": "dynamodb:*", 
"Resource": "a rn :aws: dynamodb: us-east-1: 1206189812061898 :table/*" 

} 

References: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/using-identity-based-policies.html 
https ://docs. aws. amazon. com/lAM/latest/UserGu ide/refere nee _policies_ exam pl es _I am bda-access-dyna mod b. htm I 
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-create-an-aws-iam-policy-to-grant-aws-lambda-access-to-an-amazon
dynamodb-table/ 
Check out this AWS 1AM Cheat Sheet: 
https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-identity-and-access-management-iam/ 

Question: 7 

A global IT company with offices around the world has multiple AWS accounts. To improve efficiency and drive costs 
down, the Chief Information Officer (CIO) wants to set up a solution that centrally manages their AWS resources. This will 
allow them to procure AWS resources centrally and share resources such as AWS Transit Gateways, AWS License 
Manager configurations, or Amazon Route 53 Resolver rules across their various accounts. 
As the Solutions Architect, which combination of options should you implement in this scenario? (Select TWO.) 

A. Use the AWS Identity and Access Management service to set up cross-account access that will easily and securely
share your resources with your AWS accounts.

B. Consolidate all of the company's accounts using AWS Organizations.

C. Use AWS Control Tower to easily and securely share your resources with your AWS accounts.

D. Consolidate all of the company's accounts using AWS ParallelCluster.

E. Use the AWS Resource Access Manager (RAM) service to easily and securely share your resources with your AWS
accounts.

Answer: B,E 



Explanation/Reference: 

AWS Resource Access Manager (RAM) is a service that enables you to easily and securely share AWS resources with any 

AWS account or within your AWS Organization. You can share AWS Transit Gateways, Subnets, AWS License Manager 

configurations, and Amazon Route 53 Resolver rules resources with RAM. 

Many organizations use multiple accounts to create administrative or billing isolation, and limit the impact of errors. RAM 

eliminates the need to create duplicate resources in multiple accounts, reducing the operational overhead of managing 

those resources in every single account you own. You can create resources centrally in a multi-account environment, and 

use RAM to share those resources across accounts in three simple steps: create a Resource Share, specify resources, and 

specify accounts. RAM is available to you at no additional charge. 

You can procure AWS resources centrally, and use RAM to share resources such as subnets or License Manager 

configurations with other accounts. This eliminates the need to provision duplicate resources in every account in a multi

account environment, reducing the operational overhead of managing those resources in every account. 

AWS Organizations is an account management service that lets you consolidate multiple AWS accounts into an 

organization that you create and centrally manage. With Organizations, you can create member accounts and invite 

existing accounts to join your organization. You can organize those accounts into groups and attach policy-based 

controls. 

Hence, the correct combination of options in this scenario is: 

- Consolidate all of the company's accounts using AWS Organizations.

- Use the AWS Resource Access Manager (RAM) service to easily and securely share your resources with your AWS

accounts.

The option that says: Use the AWS Identity and Access Management service to set up cross-account access that will

easily and securely share your resources with your AWS accounts is incorrect because although you can delegate access

to resources that are in different AWS accounts using 1AM, this process is extremely tedious and entails a lot of

operational overhead since you have to manually set up cross-account access to each and every AWS account of the

company. A better solution is to use AWS Resources Access Manager instead.

The option that says: Use AWS Control Tower to easily and securely share your resources with your AWS accounts is

incorrect because AWS Control Tower simply offers the easiest way to set up and govern a new, secure, multi-account

AWS environment. This is not the most suitable service to use to securely share your resources across AWS accounts or

within your Organization. You have to use AWS Resources Access Manager (RAM) instead.

The option that says: Consolidate all of the company's accounts using AWS ParallelCluster is incorrect because AWS

ParallelCluster is simply an AWS-supported open-source cluster management tool that makes it easy for you to deploy

and manage High-Performance Computing (HPC) clusters on AWS. In this particular scenario, it is more appropriate to use

AWS Organizations to consolidate all of your AWS accounts.

References:

https://aws.a mazon .com/ram/

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ram/latest/userguide/shareable.html

Question: 8 

A telecommunications company is planning to give AWS Console access to developers. Company policy mandates the use 

of identity federation and role-based access control. Currently, the roles are already assigned using groups in the 

corporate Active Directory. 

In this scenario, what combination of the following services can provide developers access to the AWS console? (Select 

TWO.) 

A. AWS Directory Service AD Connector

B. 1AM Groups

C. 1AM Roles

D. Lambda

E. AWS Directory Service Simple AD



Answer: A,C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Considering that the company is using a corporate Active Directory, it is best to use AWS Directory Service AD Connector 

for easier integration. In addition, since the roles are already assigned using groups in the corporate Active Directory, it 

would be better to also use 1AM Roles. Take note that you can assign an 1AM Role to the users or groups from your Active 

Directory once it is integrated with your VPC via the AWS Directory Service AD Connector. 

AWS Directory Service provides multiple ways to use Amazon Cloud Directory and Microsoft Active Directory (AD) with 

other AWS services. Directories store information about users, groups, and devices, and administrators use them to 

manage access to information and resources. AWS Directory Service provides multiple directory choices for customers 

who want to use existing Microsoft AD or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)-aware applications in the cloud. It 

also offers those same choices to developers who need a directory to manage users, groups, devices, and access. 

AWS Directory Service Simple AD is incorrect because this just provides a subset of the features offered by AWS Managed 

Microsoft AD, including the ability to manage user accounts and group memberships, create and apply group policies, 

securely connect to Amazon EC2 instances, and provide Kerberos-based single sign-on (550). In this scenario, the more 

suitable component to use is the AD Connector since it is a directory gateway with which you can redirect directory 

requests to your on-premises Microsoft Active Directory. 

1AM Groups is incorrect because this is just a collection of 1AM users. Groups let you specify permissions for multiple 

users, which can make it easier to manage the permissions for those users. In this scenario, the more suitable one to use 

is 1AM Roles in order for permissions to create AWS Directory Service resources. 

Lambda is incorrect because this is primarily used for serverless computing. 

Reference: 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-connect-your-on-premises-active-directory-to-aws-using-ad-connector/ 

Check out these AWS 1AM and Directory Service Cheat Sheets: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-identity-and-access-management-iam/ 

https ://tu tori a lsdoj o. com/aws-d i rectory-service/ 

Here is a video tutorial on AWS Directory Service: 

https ://youtu. be/ 4XeqotTYBtY 

Question: 9 

A Forex trading platform, which frequently processes and stores global financial data every minute, is hosted in your on

premises data center and uses an Oracle database. Due to a recent cooling problem in their data center, the company 

urgently needs to migrate their infrastructure to AWS to improve the performance of their applications. As the Solutions 

Architect, you are responsible in ensuring that the database is properly migrated and should remain available in case of 

database server failure in the future. 

Which of the following is the most suitable solution to meet the requirement? 

A. Launch an Oracle database instance in RDS with Recovery Manager (RMAN) enabled.

B. Create an Oracle database in RDS with Multi-AZ deployments.

C. Launch an Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) in RDS.

D. Convert the database schema using the AWS Schema Conversion Tool and AWS Database Migration Service. Migrate

the Oracle database to a non-cluster Amazon Aurora with a single instance.

Answer: B 



Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon RDS Multi-AZ deployments provide enhanced availability and durability for Database (DB) Instances, making 

them a natural fit for production database workloads. When you provision a Multi-AZ DB Instance, Amazon RDS 

automatically creates a primary DB Instance and synchronously replicates the data to a standby instance in a different 

Availability Zone (AZ). Each AZ runs on its own physically distinct, independent infrastructure, and is engineered to be 

highly reliable. 

In case of an infrastructure failure, Amazon RDS performs an automatic failover to the standby (or to a read replica in the 

case of Amazon Aurora), so that you can resume database operations as soon as the failover is complete. Since the 

endpoint for your DB Instance remains the same after a failover, your application can resume database operation without 

the need for manual administrative intervention. 

In this scenario, the best RDS configuration to use is an Oracle database in RDS with Multi-AZ deployments to ensure high 

availability even if the primary database instance goes down. Hence, creating an Oracle database in RDS with Multi-AZ 

deployments is the correct answer. 

Launching an Oracle database instance in RDS with Recovery Manager (RMAN) enabled and launching an Oracle Real 

Application Clusters (RAC) in RDS are incorrect because Oracle RMAN and RAC are not supported in RDS. 

The option that says: Convert the database schema using the AWS Schema Conversion Tool and AWS Database Migration 

Service. Migrate the Oracle database to a non-cluster Amazon Aurora with a single instance is incorrect because although 

this solution is feasible, it takes time to migrate your Oracle database to Aurora, which is not acceptable. Based on this 

option, the Aurora database is only using a single instance with no Read Replica and is not configured as an Amazon 

Aurora DB cluster, which could have improved the availability of the database. 

References: 

https://aws.amazon.com/rds/details/multi-az/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Concepts.MultiAZ.html 

Check out this Amazon RDS Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-relational-database-service-amazon-rds/ 

Question: 10 

A company needs to design an online analytics application that uses Redshift Cluster for its data warehouse. Which of the 

following services allows them to monitor all API calls in Redshift instance and can also provide secured data for auditing 

and compliance purposes? 

A. Amazon Redshift Spectrum

8. AWS X-Ray

C. Amazon CloudWatch

D. AWS CloudTrail

Answer: D 

Explanation/Reference: 

AWS CloudTrail is a service that enables governance, compliance, operational auditing, and risk auditing of your AWS 

account. With CloudTrail, you can log, continuously monitor, and retain account activity related to actions across your 

AWS infrastructure. By default, CloudTrail is enabled on your AWS account when you create it. When activity occurs in 

your AWS account, that activity is recorded in a CloudTrail event. You can easily view recent events in the CloudTrail 

console by going to Event history. 

CloudTrail provides event history of your AWS account activity, including actions taken through the AWS Management 

Console, AWS SDKs, command line tools, API calls, and other AWS services. This event history simplifies security analysis, 

resource change tracking, and troubleshooting. 



Hence, the correct answer is: AWS CloudTrail. 

Amazon CloudWatch is incorrect. Although this is also a monitoring service, it cannot track the API calls to your AWS 

resources. 

AWS X-Ray is incorrect because this is not a suitable service to use to track each API call to your AWS resources. It just 

helps you debug and analyze your microservices applications with request tracing so you can find the root cause of 

issues and performance. 

Amazon Redshift Spectrum is incorrect because this is not a monitoring service but rather a feature of Amazon Redshift 

that enables you to query and analyze all of your data in Amazon 53 using the open data formats you already use, with 

no data loading or transformations needed. 

References: 

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudtrail/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awscloudtrail/latest/userguide/cloudtrail-user-guide.html 

Check out this AWS CloudTrail Cheat Sheet: 

https ://tutoria lsdo j o. com/aws-c I oudtra i I/ 

Question: 11 

A government entity is conducting a population and housing census in the city. Each household information uploaded on 

their online portal is stored in encrypted files in Amazon 53. The government assigned its Solutions Architect to set 

compliance policies that verify data containing personally identifiable information (PII) in a manner that meets their 

compliance standards. They should also be alerted if there are potential policy violations with the privacy of their 53 

buckets. 

Which of the following should the Architect implement to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Set up and configure Amazon Kendra to monitor malicious activity on their Amazon 53 data

B. Set up and configure Amazon Fraud Detector to send out alert notifications whenever a security violation is detected

on their Amazon 53 data.

C. Set up and configure Amazon Macie to monitor their Amazon 53 data.

D. Set up and configure Amazon Polly to scan for usage patterns on Amazon 53 data

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon Macie is an ML-powered security service that helps you prevent data loss by automatically discovering, 

classifying, and protecting sensitive data stored in Amazon 53. Amazon Macie uses machine learning to recognize 

sensitive data such as personally identifiable information (PII) or intellectual property, assigns a business value, and 

provides visibility into where this data is stored and how it is being used in your organization. 
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Amazon Macie generates two categories of findings: policy findings and sensitive data findings. A policy finding is a 

detailed report of a potential policy violation or issue with the security or privacy of an Amazon 53 bucket. Macie 

generates these findings as part of its ongoing monitoring activities for your Amazon 53 data. A sensitive data finding is a 

detailed report of sensitive data in an 53 object. Macie generates these findings when it discovers sensitive data in 53 

objects that you configure a sensitive data discovery job to analyze. 

Hence, the correct answer is: Set up and configure Amazon Macie to monitor their Amazon 53 data. 

The option that says: Set up and configure Amazon Polly to scan for usage patterns on Amazon 53 data is incorrect 

because Amazon Polly is simply a service that turns text into lifelike speech, allowing you to create applications that talk, 

and build entirely new categories of speech-enabled products. Polly can't be used to scane usage patterns on your 53 

data. 

The option that says: Set up and configure Amazon Kendra to monitor malicious activity on their Amazon 53 data is 

incorrect Amazon Kendra is just an enterprise search service that allows developers to add search capabilities to their 

applications. This enables their end users to discover information stored within the vast amount of content spread across 

their company, but not monitor malcious activity on their 53 buckets. 

The option that says: Set up and configure Amazon Fraud Detector to send out alert notifications whenever a security 

violation is detected on their Amazon 53 data is incorrect because the Amazon Fraud Detector is only a fully managed 

service for identifying potentially fraudulent activities and for catching more on line fraud faster. It does not check any 53 

data containing personally identifiable information (PIil. unlike Amazon Macie. 

References: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/macie/latest/userguide/what-is-macie.html 

https ://aws. amazon .com/macie/faq/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon .com/macie/i ndex. html 

Check out this Amazon Macie Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-macie/ 

AWS Security Services Overview - Secrets Manager, ACM, Macie: 

https://youtu. be/ogVamzF2 Dzk 

Question: 12 

A car dealership website hosted in Amazon EC2 stores car listings in an Amazon Aurora database managed by Amazon 

RDS. Once a vehicle has been sold, its data must be removed from the current listings and forwarded to a distributed 

processing system. 

Which of the following options can satisfy the given requirement? 

A. Create a native function or a stored procedure that invokes a Lambda function. Configure the Lambda function to



send event notifications to an Amazon SQS queue for the processing system to consume. 

B. Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to Amazon SQS. Configure the SQS queues to fan out the

event notifications to multiple Amazon SNS topics. Process the data using Lambda functions.

C. Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to Amazon SNS. Configure the SNS topic to fan out the

event notifications to multiple Amazon SQS queues. Process the data using Lambda functions.

D. Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to AWS Lambda. Configure the Lambda function to fan

out the event notifications to multiple Amazon SQS queues to update the processing system.

Answer: A 

Explanation/Reference: 

You can invoke an AWS Lambda function from an Amazon Aurora MySQL-Compatible Edition DB cluster with a native 

function or a stored procedure. This approach can be useful when you want to integrate your database running on Aurora 

MySQL with other AWS services. For example, you might want to capture data changes whenever a row in a table is 

modified in your database. 
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In the scenario, you can trigger a Lambda function whenever a listing is deleted from the database. You can then write 

the logic of the function to send the listing data to an SQS queue and have different processes consume it. 

Hence, the correct answer is: Create a native function or a stored procedure that invokes a Lambda function. Configure 

the Lambda function to send event notifications to an Amazon SQS queue for the processing system to consume. 

RDS events only provide operational events such as DB instance events, DB parameter group events, DB security group 

events, and DB snapshot events. What we need in the scenario is to capture data-modifying events (INSERT, DELETE, 

UPDATE) which can be achieved thru native functions or stored procedures. Hence, the following options are incorrect: 

- Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to Amazon SQS. Configure the SQS queues to fan out the

event notifications to multiple Amazon SNS topics. Process the data using Lambda functions.

- Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to AWS Lambda. Configure the Lambda function to fan out

the event notifications to multiple Amazon SQS queues to update the processing system.



- Create an RDS event subscription and send the notifications to Amazon SNS. Configure the SNS topic to fan out the

event notifications to multiple Amazon SQS queues. Process the data using Lambda functions.

References:

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/AuroraMySQL.lntegrating.Lambda.html

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/capturing-data-changes-in-amazon-aurora-using-aws-lambda/

Amazon Aurora Overview:

https://youtu.be/iwSlh7rLNBQ

Check out this Amazon Aurora Cheat Sheet:

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-aurora/

Question: 13 

An online shopping platform is hosted on an Auto Scaling group of Spot EC2 instances and uses Amazon Aurora 

PostgreSQL as its database. There is a requirement to optimize your database workloads in your cluster where you have 

to direct the write operations of the production traffic to your high-capacity instances and point the reporting queries sent 

by your internal staff to the low-capacity instances. 

Which is the most suitable configuration for your application as well as your Aurora database cluster to achieve this 

requirement? 

A. In your application, use the instance endpoint of your Aurora database to handle the incoming production traffic and

use the cluster endpoint to handle reporting queries.

B. Configure your application to use the reader endpoint for both production traffic and reporting queries, which will

enable your Aurora database to automatically perform load-balancing among all the Aurora Replicas.

C. Create a custom endpoint in Aurora based on the specified criteria for the production traffic and another custom

endpoint to handle the reporting queries.

D. Do nothing since by default, Aurora will automatically direct the production traffic to your high-capacity instances and

the reporting queries to your low-capacity instances.

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon Aurora typically involves a cluster of DB instances instead of a single instance. Each connection is handled by a 

specific DB instance. When you connect to an Aurora cluster, the host name and port that you specify point to an 

intermediate handler called an endpoint. Aurora uses the endpoint mechanism to abstract these connections. Thus, you 

don't have to hardcode all the hostnames or write your own logic for load-balancing and rerouting connections when 

some DB instances aren't available. 

For certain Aurora tasks, different instances or groups of instances perform different roles. For example, the primary 

instance handles all data definition language (DDL) and data manipulation language (DML) statements. Up to 15 Aurora 

Replicas handle read-only query traffic. 

Using endpoints, you can map each connection to the appropriate instance or group of instances based on your use case. 

For example, to perform DDL statements you can connect to whichever instance is the primary instance. To perform 

queries, you can connect to the reader endpoint, with Aurora automatically performing load-balancing among all the 

Aurora Replicas. For clusters with DB instances of different capacities or configurations, you can connect to custom 

endpoints associated with different subsets of DB instances. For diagnosis or tuning, you can connect to a specific 

instance endpoint to examine details about a specific DB instance. 

The custom endpoint provides load-balanced database connections based on criteria other than the read-only or read

write capability of the DB instances. For example, you might define a custom endpoint to connect to instances that use a 

particular AWS instance class or a particular DB parameter group. Then you might tell particular groups of users about 



this custom endpoint. For example, you might direct internal users to low-capacity instances for report generation or ad 

hoc (one-time) querying, and direct production traffic to high-capacity instances. Hence, creating a custom endpoint in 

Aurora based on the specified criteria for the production traffic and another custom endpoint to handle the reporting 

queries is the correct answer. 

Configuring your application to use the reader endpoint for both production traffic and reporting queries, which will 

enable your Aurora database to automatically perform load-balancing among all the Aurora Replicas is incorrect. 

Although it is true that a reader endpoint enables your Aurora database to automatically perform load-balancing among 

all the Aurora Replicas, it is quite limited to doing read operations only. You still need to use a custom endpoint to load

balance the database connections based on the specified criteria. 

The option that says: In your application, use the instance endpoint of your Aurora database to handle the incoming 

production traffic and use the cluster endpoint to handle reporting queries is incorrect because a cluster endpoint (also 

known as a writer endpoint) for an Aurora DB cluster simply connects to the current primary DB instance for that DB 

cluster. This endpoint can perform write operations in the database such as DDL statements, which is perfect for handling 

production traffic but not suitable for handling queries for reporting since there will be no write database operations that 

will be sent. Moreover, the endpoint does not point to lower-capacity or high-capacity instances as per the requirement. A 

better solution for this is to use a custom endpoint. 

The option that says: Do nothing since by default, Aurora will automatically direct the production traffic to your high

capacity instances and the reporting queries to your low-capacity instances is incorrect because Aurora does not do this 

by default. You have to create custom endpoints in order to accomplish this requirement. 

Reference: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/Aurora.Overview.Endpoints.html 

Amazon Aurora Overview: 

https://youtu.be/iwSlh7rLNBQ 

Check out this Amazon Aurora Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-aurora/ 

Question: 14 

A popular social network is hosted in AWS and is using a DynamoDB table as its database. There is a requirement to 

implement a 'follow' feature where users can subscribe to certain updates made by a particular user and be notified via 

email. Which of the following is the most suitable solution that you should implement to meet the requirement? 

A. Using the Kinesis Client Library (KCL), write an application that leverages on DynamoDB Streams Kinesis Adapter that

will fetch data from the DynamoDB Streams endpoint. When there are updates made by a particular user, notify the

subscribers via email using SNS.

B. Set up a DAX cluster to access the source DynamoDB table. Create a new DynamoDB trigger and a Lambda function.

For every update made in the user data, the trigger will send data to the Lambda function which will then notify the

subscribers via email using SNS.

C. Enable DynamoDB Stream and create an AWS Lambda trigger, as well as the 1AM role which contains all of the

permissions that the Lambda function will need at runtime. The data from the stream record will be processed by the

Lambda function which will then publish a message to SNS Topic that will notify the subscribers via email.

D. Create a Lambda function that uses DynamoDB Streams Kinesis Adapter which will fetch data from the DynamoDB

Streams endpoint. Set up an SNS Topic that will notify the subscribers via email when there is an update made by a

particular user.

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

A DynamoDB stream is an ordered flow of information about changes to items in an Amazon DynamoDB table. When you 



enable a stream on a table, DynamoDB captures information about every modification to data items in the table. 

Whenever an application creates, updates, or deletes items in the table, DynamoDB Streams writes a stream record with 

the primary key attribute(s) of the items that were modified. A stream record contains information about a data 

modification to a single item in a DynamoDB table. You can configure the stream so that the stream records capture 

additional information, such as the "before" and "after" images of modified items. 

Amazon DynamoDB is integrated with AWS Lambda so that you can create triggers-pieces of code that automatically 

respond to events in DynamoDB Streams. With triggers, you can build applications that react to data modifications in 

DynamoDB tables. 

If you enable DynamoDB Streams on a table, you can associate the stream ARN with a Lambda function that you write. 

Immediately after an item in the table is modified, a new record appears in the table's stream. AWS Lambda polls the 

stream and invokes your Lambda function synchronously when it detects new stream records. The Lambda function can 

perform any actions you specify, such as sending a notification or initiating a workflow. 

Hence, the correct answer in this scenario is the option that says: Enable DynamoDB Stream and create an AWS Lambda 

trigger, as well as the 1AM role which contains all of the permissions that the Lambda function will need at runtime. The 

data from the stream record will be processed by the Lambda function which will then publish a message to SNS Topic 

that will notify the subscribers via email. 
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The option that says: Using the Kinesis Client Library (KCL), write an application that leverages on DynamoDB Streams 

Kinesis Adapter that will fetch data from the DynamoDB Streams endpoint. When there are updates made by a particular 

user, notify the subscribers via email using SNS is incorrect. Although this is a valid solution, it is missing a vital step 

which is to enable DynamoDB Streams. With the DynamoDB Streams Kinesis Adapter in place, you can begin developing 

applications via the KCL interface, with the API calls seamlessly directed at the DynamoDB Streams endpoint. Remember 

that the DynamoDB Stream feature is not enabled by default. 

The option that says: Create a Lambda function that uses DynamoDB Streams Kinesis Adapter which will fetch data from 

the DynamoDB Streams endpoint. Set up an SNS Topic that will notify the subscribers via email when there is an update 

made by a particular user is incorrect because just like in the above, you have to manually enable DynamoDB Streams 

first before you can use its endpoint. 

The option that says: Set up a DAX cluster to access the source DynamoDB table. Create a new DynamoDB trigger and a 

Lambda function. For every update made in the user data, the trigger will send data to the Lambda function which will 

then notify the subscribers via email using SNS is incorrect because the DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) feature is primarily 

used to significantly improve the in-memory read performance of your database, and not to capture the time-ordered 

sequence of item-level modifications. You should use DynamoDB Streams in this scenario instead. 

References: 

https ://docs. aws. amazon. com/a mazondyna mod b/latest/develo pe rg u ide/Strea ms. htm I 

https ://docs. a ws. amazon. com/a mazondyna mod b/latest/develo pe rg u ide/Strea ms. Lambda .Tuto ri a I. htm I 

Check out this Amazon DynamoDB Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-dynamodb/ 



Question: 15 

An on line medical system hosted in AW5 stores sensitive Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of the users in an 

Amazon 53 bucket. Both the master keys and the unencrypted data should never be sent to AW5 to comply with the 

strict compliance and regulatory requirements of the company. 

Which 53 encryption technique should the Architect use? 

A. Use 53 server-side encryption with customer provided key.

B. Use 53 client-side encryption with a client-side master key.

C. Use 53 client-side encryption with a KM5-managed customer master key.

D. Use 53 server-side encryption with a KM5 managed key.

Answer: B 

Explanation/Reference: 

Client-side encryption is the act of encrypting data before sending it to Amazon 53. To enable client-side encryption, you 

have the following options: 

- Use an AW5 KM5-managed customer master key.

- Use a client-side master key.

When using an AW5 KM5-managed customer master key to enable client-side data encryption, you provide an AW5 KM5

customer master key ID (CMK ID) to AW5. On the other hand, when you use client-side master key for client-side data

encryption, your client-side master keys and your unencrypted data are never sent to AW5. It's important that you safely

manage your encryption keys because if you lose them, you can't decrypt your data.
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When uploading an object - You provide a client-side master key to the Amazon 53 encryption client. The client uses the 

master key only to encrypt the data encryption key that it generates randomly. The process works like this: 

1. The Amazon 53 encryption client generates a one-time-use symmetric key (also known as a data encryption key or

data key) locally. It uses the data key to encrypt the data of a single Amazon 53 object. The client generates a separate

data key for each object.

2. The client encrypts the data encryption key using the master key that you provide. The client uploads the encrypted

data key and its material description as part of the object metadata. The client uses the material description to determine

which client-side master key to use for decryption.

3. The client uploads the encrypted data to Amazon 53 and saves the encrypted data key as object metadata (x-amz

meta-x-amz-key) in Amazon 53.

When downloading an object - The client downloads the encrypted object from Amazon 53. Using the material description

from the object's metadata, the client determines which master key to use to decrypt the data key. The client uses that

master key to decrypt the data key and then uses the data key to decrypt the object.

Hence, the correct answer is to use 53 client-side encryption with a client-side master key.



Using 53 client-side encryption with a KMS-managed customer master key is incorrect because in client-side encryption 

with a KMS-managed customer master key, you provide an AWS KMS customer master key ID (CMK ID) to AWS. The 

scenario clearly indicates that both the master keys and the unencrypted data should never be sent to AWS. 

Using 53 server-side encryption with a KMS managed key is incorrect because the scenario mentioned that the 

unencrypted data should never be sent to AWS, which means that you have to use client-side encryption in order to 

encrypt the data first before sending to AWS. In this way, you can ensure that there is no unencrypted data being 

uploaded to AWS. In addition, the master key used by Server-Side Encryption with AWS KMS-Managed Keys (SSE-KMS) is 

uploaded and managed by AWS, which directly violates the requirement of not uploading the master key. 

Using 53 server-side encryption with customer provided key is incorrect because just as mentioned above, you have to 

use client-side encryption in this scenario instead of server-side encryption. For the 53 server-side encryption with 

customer-provided key (SSE-C), you actually provide the encryption key as part of your request to upload the object to 

53. Using this key, Amazon 53 manages both the encryption (as it writes to disks) and decryption (when you access your

objects).

References:

https ://docs. aws. amazon. com/ Amazon53/I atest/dev /Using Encryption. htm I

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Amazon53/latest/dev/UsingClientSideEncryption.html

Question: 16 

A popular mobile game uses CloudFroA popular mobile game uses CloudFront, Lambda, and DynamoDB for its backend 

services. The player data is persisted on a DynamoDB table and the static assets are distributed by CloudFront. However, 

there are a lot of complaints that saving and retrieving player information is taking a lot of time. 

To improve the game's performance, which AWS service can you use to reduce DynamoDB response times from 

milliseconds to microseconds? 

nt, Lambda, and DynamoDB for its backend services. The player data is persisted on a DynamoDB table and the static 

assets are distributed by CloudFront. However, there are a lot of complaints that saving and retrieving player information 

is taking a lot of time. 

To improve the game's performance, which AWS service can you use to reduce DynamoDB response times from 

milliseconds to microseconds? 

A. Amazon ElastiCache

B. AWS Device Farm

C. Amazon DynamoDB Accelerate

D. DynamoDB Auto Scaling

Answer: C 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon DynamoDB Accelerator (DAX) is a fully managed, highly available, in-memory cache that can reduce Amazon 

DynamoDB response times from milliseconds to microseconds, even at millions of requests per second. 
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Amazon ElastiCache is incorrect because although you may use ElastiCache as your database cache, it will not reduce 

the DynamoDB response time from milliseconds to microseconds as compared with DynamoDB DAX. 



AWS Device Farm is incorrect because this is an app testing service that lets you test and interact with your Android, iOS, 

and web apps on many devices at once, or reproduce issues on a device in real time. 

DynamoDB Auto Scaling is incorrect because this is primarily used to automate capacity management for your tables and 

global secondary indexes. 

References: 

https ://aws. amazon .com/dyna mod b/dax 

https://aws.amazon.com/device-farm 

Check out this Amazon DynamoDB Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-dynamodb/ 

Question: 17 

An application hosted in EC2 consumes messages from an SOS queue and is integrated with SNS to send out an email to 

you once the process is complete. The Operations team received 5 orders but after a few hours, they saw 20 email 

notifications in their inbox. 

Which of the following could be the possible culprit for this issue? 

A. The web application is not deleting the messages in the SOS queue after it has processed them.

B. The web application is set for long polling so the messages are being sent twice.

C. The web application is set to short polling so some messages are not being picked up

D. The web application does not have permission to consume messages in the SOS queue.

Answer: A 

Explanation/Reference: 

Always remember that the messages in the SOS queue will continue to exist even after the EC2 instance has processed 

it, until you delete that message. You have to ensure that you delete the message after processing to prevent the 

message from being received and processed again once the visibility timeout expires. 

There are three main parts in a distributed messaging system: 

1. The components of your distributed system (EC2 instances)

2. Your queue (distributed on Amazon SOS servers)

3. Messages in the queue.

You can set up a system which has several components that send messages to the queue and receive messages from the

queue. The queue redundantly stores the messages across multiple Amazon SOS servers.
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Refer to the third step of the SOS Message Lifecycle: 

Component 1 sends Message A to a queue, and the message is distributed across the Amazon SOS servers redundantly. 

When Component 2 is ready to process a message, it consumes messages from the queue, and Message A is returned. 

While Message A is being processed, it remains in the queue and isn't returned to subsequent receive requests for the 

duration of the visibility timeout. 

Component 2 deletes Message A from the queue to prevent the message from being received and processed again once 

the visibility timeout expires. 

The option that says: The web application is set for long polling so the messages are being sent twice is incorrect 

because long polling helps reduce the cost of using SOS by eliminating the number of empty responses (when there are 

no messages available for a ReceiveMessage request) and false empty responses (when messages are available but 

aren't included in a response). Messages being sent twice in an SOS queue configured with long polling is quite unlikely. 

The option that says: The web application is set to short polling so some messages are not being picked up is incorrect 

since you are receiving emails from SNS where messages are certainly being processed. Following the scenario, 

messages not being picked up won't result into 20 messages being sent to your inbox. 

The option that says: The web application does not have permission to consume messages in the SOS queue is incorrect 

because not having the correct permissions would have resulted in a different response. The scenario says that 

messages were properly processed but there were over 20 messages that were sent, hence, there is no problem with the 

accessing the queue. 

References: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleOueueService/latest/SOSDeveloperGuide/sqs-message-lifecycle.html 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSSimpleOueueService/latest/SOSDeveloperGuide/sqs-basic-architecture.html 

Check out this Amazon SOS Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-sqs/ 



Question: 18 

A company is designing a banking portal that uses Amazon ElastiCache for Redis as its distributed session management 

component. Since the other Cloud Engineers in your department have access to your ElastiCache cluster, you have to 

secure the session data in the portal by requiring them to enter a password before they are granted permission to 

execute Redis commands. 

As the Solutions Architect, which of the following should you do to meet the above requirement? 

A. Authenticate the users using Red is AUTH by creating a new Red is Cluster with both the --transit-encryption-enabled

and --auth-token parameters enabled.

B. Set up an 1AM Policy and MFA which requires the Cloud Engineers to enter their 1AM credentials and token before they

can access the ElastiCache cluster.

C. Set up a Redis replication group and enable the AtRestEncryptionEnabled parameter.

D. Enable the in-transit encryption for Redis replication groups.

Answer: A 

Explanation/Reference: 

Using Redis AUTH command can improve data security by requiring the user to enter a password before they are granted 

permission to execute Redis commands on a password-protected Redis server. Hence, the correct answer is: 

Authenticate the users using Redis AUTH by creating a new Red is Cluster with both the --transit-encryption-enabled and -

-auth-token parameters enabled. 

To require that users enter a password on a password-protected Red is server, include the parameter --auth-token with 

the correct password when you create your replication group or cluster and on all subsequent commands to the 

replication group or cluster. 
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Setting up an 1AM Policy and MFA which requires the Cloud Engineers to enter their 1AM credentials and token before they 



can access the ElastiCache cluster is incorrect because this is not possible in 1AM. You have to use the Redis AUTH option 

instead. 

Setting up a Redis replication group and enabling the AtRestEncryptionEnabled parameter is incorrect because the Redis 

At-Rest Encryption feature only secures the data inside the in-memory data store. You have to use Redis AUTH option 

instead. 

Enabling the in-transit encryption for Red is replication groups is incorrect. Although in-transit encryption is part of the 

solution, it is missing the most important thing which is the Red is AUTH option. 

References: 

https ://docs. a ws. amazon. com/ Amazon ElastiCache/latest/red-ug/a uth. htm I 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonElastiCache/latest/red-ug/encryption.html 

Check out this Amazon Elasticache Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-elasticache/ 

Redis (cluster mode enabled vs disabled) vs Memcached: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/redis-cluster-mode-enabled-vs-disabled-vs-memcached/ 

Question: 19 

A company requires all the data stored in the cloud to be encrypted at rest. To easily integrate this with other AWS 

services, they must have full control over the encryption of the created keys and also the ability to immediately remove 

the key material from AWS KMS. The solution should also be able to audit the key usage independently of AWS 

CloudTrail. 

Which of the following options will meet this requirement? 

A. Use AWS Key Management Service to create a CMK in a custom key store and store the non-extractable key material

in AWS CloudHSM.

B. Use AWS Key Management Service to create AWS-owned CMKs and store the non-extractable key material in AWS

CloudHSM.

C. Use AWS Key Management Service to create AWS-managed CMKs and store the non-extractable key material in AWS

CloudHSM.

D. Use AWS Key Management Service to create a CMK in a custom key store and store the non-extractable key material

in Amazon 53.

Answer: A 

Explanation/Reference: 

The AWS Key Management Service (KMS) custom key store feature combines the controls provided by AWS CloudHSM 

with the integration and ease of use of AWS KMS. You can configure your own CloudHSM cluster and authorize AWS KMS 

to use it as a dedicated key store for your keys rather than the default AWS KMS key store. When you create keys in AWS 

KMS you can choose to generate the key material in your CloudHSM cluster. CM Ks that are generated in your custom key 

store never leave the HSMs in the CloudHSM cluster in plaintext and all AWS KMS operations that use those keys are only 

performed in your HSMs. 
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AWS KMS can help you integrate with other AWS services to encrypt the data that you store in these services and control 

access to the keys that decrypt it. To immediately remove the key material from AWS KMS, you can use a custom key 

store. Take note that each custom key store is associated with an AWS CloudHSM cluster in your AWS account. Therefore, 

when you create an AWS KMS CMK in a custom key store, AWS KMS generates and stores the non-extractable key 

material for the CMK in an AWS CloudHSM cluster that you own and manage. This is also suitable if you want to be able to 

audit the usage of all your keys independently of AWS KMS or AWS CloudTrail. 

Since you control your AWS CloudHSM cluster, you have the option to manage the lifecycle of your CM Ks independently 

of AWS KMS. There are four reasons why you might find a custom key store useful: 

You might have keys that are explicitly required to be protected in a single-tenant HSM or in an HSM over which you have 

direct control. 

You might have keys that are required to be stored in an HSM that has been validated to FIPS 140-2 level 3 overall (the 

HSMs used in the standard AWS KMS key store are either validated or in the process of being validated to level 2 with 

level 3 in multiple categories). 

You might need the ability to immediately remove key material from AWS KMS and to prove you have done so by 

independent means. 

You might have a requirement to be able to audit all use of your keys independently of AWS KMS or AWS CloudTrail. 

Hence, the correct answer in this scenario is: Use AWS Key Management Service to create a CMK in a custom key store 

and store the non-extractable key material in AWS CloudHSM. 

The option that says: Use AWS Key Management Service to create a CMK in a custom key store and store the non

extractable key material in Amazon 53 is incorrect because Amazon 53 is not a suitable storage service to use in storing 

encryption keys. You have to use AWS CloudHSM instead. 

The options that say: Use AWS Key Management Service to create AWS-owned CMKs and store the non-extractable key 

material in AWS CloudHSM and Use AWS Key Management Service to create AWS-managed CMKs and store the non

extractable key material in AWS CloudHSM are both incorrect because the scenario requires you to have full control over 

the encryption of the created key. AWS-owned CM Ks and AWS-managed CMKs are managed by AWS. Moreover, these 

options do not allow you to audit the key usage independently of AWS CloudTrail. 

References: 

https ://docs. a ws. amazon. co m/kms/latest/d eveloperg u ide/custom-key-store-overview. htm I 

https ://aws. amazon .com/kms/faqs/ 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/are-kms-custom-key-stores-right-for-you/ 

Check out this AWS KMS Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/aws-key-management-service-aws-kms/ 

Question: 20 

A company has a hybrid cloud architecture that connects their on-premises data center and cloud infrastructure in AWS. 



They require a durable storage backup for their corporate documents stored on-premises and a local cache that provides 

low latency access to their recently accessed data to reduce data egress charges. The documents must be stored to and 

retrieved from AWS via the Server Message Block (5MB) protocol. These files must immediately be accessible within 

minutes for six months and archived for another decade to meet the data compliance. 

Which of the following is the best and most cost-effective approach to implement in this scenario? 

A. Use AWS Snowmobile to migrate all of the files from the on-premises network. Upload the documents to an 53 bucket

and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for archival.

B. Establish a Direct Connect connection to integrate your on-premises network to your VPC. Upload the documents on

Amazon EBS Volumes and use a lifecycle policy to automatically move the EBS snapshots to an 53 bucket, and then

later to Glacier for archival.

C. Launch a new tape gateway that connects to your on-premises data center using AWS Storage Gateway. Upload the

documents to the tape gateway and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for archival.

D. Launch a new file gateway that connects to your on-premises data center using AWS Storage Gateway. Upload the

documents to the file gateway and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for data archival.

Answer: D 

Explanation/Reference: 

A file gateway supports a file interface into Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon 53) and combines a service and a 

virtual software appliance. By using this combination, you can store and retrieve objects in Amazon 53 using industry

standard file protocols such as Network File System (NFS) and Server Message Block (5MB). The software appliance, or 

gateway, is deployed into your on-premises environment as a virtual machine (VM) running on VMware ESXi, Microsoft 

Hyper-V, or Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor. 
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The gateway provides access to objects in 53 as files or file share mount points. With a file gateway, you can do the 

following: 

- You can store and retrieve files directly using the NFS version 3 or 4.1 protocol.

- You can store and retrieve files directly using the 5MB file system version, 2 and 3 protocol.

- You can access your data directly in Amazon 53 from any AWS Cloud application or service.

- You can manage your Amazon 53 data using lifecycle policies, cross-region replication, and versioning. You can think of

a file gateway as a file system mount on 53.

AWS Storage Gateway supports the Amazon 53 Standard, Amazon 53 Standard-Infrequent Access, Amazon 53 One Zone

Infrequent Access and Amazon Glacier storage classes. When you create or update a file share, you have the option to

select a storage class for your objects. You can either choose the Amazon 53 Standard or any of the infrequent access

storage classes such as 53 Standard IA or 53 One Zone IA. Objects stored in any of these storage classes can be

transitioned to Amazon Glacier using a Lifecycle Policy.

Although you can write objects directly from a file share to the 53-Standard-lA or 53-One Zone-IA storage class, it is

recommended that you use a Lifecycle Policy to transition your objects rather than write directly from the file share,

especially if you're expecting to update or delete the object within 30 days of archiving it.

Therefore, the correct answer is: Launch a new file gateway that connects to your on-premises data center using AWS



Storage Gateway. Upload the documents to the file gateway and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for 

data archival. 

The option that says: Launch a new tape gateway that connects to your on-premises data center using AWS Storage 

Gateway. Upload the documents to the tape gateway and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for 

archival is incorrect because although tape gateways provide cost-effective and durable archive backup data in Amazon 

Glacier, it does not meet the criteria of being retrievable immediately within minutes. It also doesn't maintain a local 

cache that provides low latency access to the recently accessed data and reduce data egress charges. Thus, it is still 

better to set up a file gateway instead. 

The option that says: Establish a Direct Connect connection to integrate your on-premises network to your VPC. Upload 

the documents on Amazon EBS Volumes and use a lifecycle policy to automatically move the EBS snapshots to an 53 

bucket, and then later to Glacier for archival is incorrect because EBS Volumes are not as durable compared with 53 and 

it would be more cost-efficient if you directly store the documents to an 53 bucket. An alternative solution is to use AWS 

Direct Connect with AWS Storage Gateway to create a connection for high-throughput workload needs, providing a 

dedicated network connection between your on-premises file gateway and AWS. But this solution is using EBS, hence, 

this option is still wrong. 

The option that says: Use AWS Snowmobile to migrate all of the files from the on-premises network. Upload the 

documents to an 53 bucket and set up a lifecycle policy to move the data into Glacier for archival is incorrect because 

Snowmobile is mainly used to migrate the entire data of an on-premises data center to AWS. This is not a suitable 

approach as the company still has a hybrid cloud architecture which means that they will still use their on-premises data 

center along with their AWS cloud infrastructure. 

References: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Amazon53/latest/dev/object-lifecycle-mgmt.html 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/StorageGatewayConcepts.html 

Check out this Amazon 53 Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-s3/ 

Tutorials Dojo's AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate Exam Study Guide: 

https ://tutoria lsdo j o. com/aws-certifi ed-sol uti ons-a rch itect-assoc iate-saa-c02/ 

Question: 21 

A company plans to migrate its on-premises workload to AWS. The current architecture is composed of a Microsoft 

SharePoint server that uses a Windows shared file storage. The Solutions Architect needs to use a cloud storage solution 

that is highly available and can be integrated with Active Directory for access control and authentication. 

Which of the following options can satisfy the given requirement? 

A. Create a file system using Amazon EFS and join it to an Active Directory domain.

B. Create a file system using Amazon FSx for Windows File Server and join it to an Active Directory domain in AWS.

C. Launch an Amazon EC2 Windows Server to mount a new 53 bucket as a file volume.

D. Create a Network File System (NFS) file share using AWS Storage Gateway.

Answer: B 

Explanation/Reference: 

Amazon FSx for Windows File Server provides fully managed, highly reliable, and scalable file storage that is accessible 

over the industry-standard Service Message Block (5MB) protocol. It is built on Windows Server, delivering a wide range 

of administrative features such as user quotas, end-user file restore, and Microsoft Active Directory (AD) integration. 

Amazon FSx is accessible from Windows, Linux, and MacOS compute instances and devices. Thousands of compute 

instances and devices can access a file system concurrently. 
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Amazon FSx works with Microsoft Active Directory to integrate with your existing Microsoft Windows environments. You 

have two options to provide user authentication and access control for your file system: AWS Managed Microsoft Active 

Directory and Self-managed Microsoft Active Directory. 

Take note that after you create an Active Directory configuration for a file system, you can't change that configuration. 

However, you can create a new file system from a backup and change the Active Directory integration configuration for 

that file system. These configurations allow the users in your domain to use their existing identity to access the Amazon 

FSx file system and to control access to individual files and folders. 

Hence, the correct answer is: Create a file system using Amazon FSx for Windows File Server and join it to an Active 

Directory domain in AWS. 

The option that says: Create a file system using Amazon EFS and join it to an Active Directory domain is incorrect 

because Amazon EFS does not support Windows systems, only Linux OS. You should use Amazon FSx for Windows File 

Server instead to satisfy the requirement in the scenario. 

The option that says: Launch an Amazon EC2 Windows Server to mount a new 53 bucket as a file volume is incorrect 

because you can't integrate Amazon 53 with your existing Active Directory to provide authentication and access control. 

The option that says: Create a Network File System (NFS) file share using AWS Storage Gateway is incorrect because NFS 

file share is mainly used for Linux systems. Remember that the requirement in the scenario is to use a Windows shared 

file storage. Therefore, you must use an 5MB file share instead, which supports Windows OS and Active Directory 

configuration. Alternatively, you can also use the Amazon FSx for Windows File Server file system. 

References: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/fsx/latest/WindowsGuide/aws-ad-integration-fsxW.html 

https://aws.amazon.com/fsx/windows/faqs/ 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/CreatingAnSMBFileShare.html 

Check out this Amazon FSx Cheat Sheet: 

https://tutorialsdojo.com/amazon-fsx/ 

Question: 22 

A company needs to deploy at least 2 EC2 instances to support the normal workloads of its application and automatically 

scale up to 6 EC2 instances to handle the peak load. The architecture must be highly available and fault-tolerant as it is 

processing mission-critical workloads. 

As the Solutions Architect of the company, what should you do to meet the above requirement? 

A. Create an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances and set the minimum capacity to 2 and the maximum capacity to 6.

Use 2 Availability Zones and deploy 1 instance for each AZ.

B. Create an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances and set the minimum capacity to 2 and the maximum capacity to 6.

Deploy 4 instances in Availability Zone A.

C. Create an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances and set the minimum capacity to 4 and the maximum capacity to 6.

Deploy 2 instances in Availability Zone A and another 2 instances in Availability Zone B.

D. Create an Auto Scaling group of EC2 instances and set the minimum capacity to 2 and the maximum capacity to 4.

Deploy 2 instances in Availability Zone A and 2 instances in Availability Zone B.


